ECH  DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

EU - ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY DIRECTIVE -

This declares that the following designated product

MASTER 500
Model No.: MASTER 500, MASTER 100, MASTER 250, MASTER 500+, MASTER 700, MASTER 700+, MASTER 900, MASTER 900+

Brand Name: NEBULA MIST

(Product identification)


This declaration applies to all specimens manufactured in accordance with the attached manufacturing drawings which form part of this declaration.

Assessment of compliance of the product with the requirements relating to electromagnetic compatibility was based on the following standards:

EN 61000-3-2: 2014, EN 61000-3-3: 2013
EN 61000-6-1: 2007

(Identification of regulations / standards)

This declaration is the responsibility of the Applicant / importer

YILMAZ SOGUTMA EKIPMANLARI SAN. VE TIC. A.S.
SANAYI CADDESI KEDISEVEN SOKAK NO: 4/A ULUS ANKARA TURKEY

(Name / Address)

THIS DOC IS ONLY VALID IN CONNECTION WITH TEST REPORT NUMBER: CGZ3170220-00139-E